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This bachelor work is devoted to the oykonims phenomena in the German informal conversation.

Relevance of this work is that while at a today is stage of development of the German lexicology this aspect is a little studied. Toponim, oykonim, urbanonim are language sides of the German informal conversation. Informal conversation is a means of communication of 80 percent of native speakers. Oykonimiya of the Berlin architectural objects best of all reflect word formation history. The etymology of names is so deep that interest to its studying is extraordinary high.

Following research methods have been used: method of the contextual analysis. This method includes the analysis of unit of language as a part of a context.

The carried out research proved the following results: revealed and analysed oykonims, connected with Berlin, its architectural objects represent as shows the analysis, very big layer of a lexical material, mainly figuratively estimated character with a support today and the past of the capital of Germany.